FAT BOTTOMED GIRLS

[A/] ARE YOU GONNA [G/] TAKE ME HOME TO-[D/]-NIGHT?
[A/] AH, DOWN BE-[G/]-SIDE THAT RED FIRE [E7/] LIGHT
[A/] ARE YOU GONNA [D/] LET IT ALL HANG OUT?
FAT BOTTOMED [A/] GIRLS
YOU MAKE THE [E7/] ROCKIN' WORLD GO [A] ROUND

HEY I WAS [A] JUST A SKINNY LAD
NEVER KNEW NO GOOD FROM BAD
BUT I KNEW LIFE BEFORE I LEFT MY NURSE-[E7]-Y
LEFT A-[A]-LONE WITH BIG FAT FANNY
SHE WAS [D] SUCH A NAUGHTY NANNY

I'VE BEEN [A] SINGING WITH MY BAND
ACROSS THE WATER, ACROSS THE LAND
I'VE SEEN EVERY BLUE EYED FLOOZY ON THE [E7] WAY
BUT THEIR [A] BEAUTY AND THEIR STYLE
WENT KIND OF [D] SMOOTH AFTER A WHILE

CHORUS:
[A] OH, WONT' YOU [G] TAKE ME HOME TO-[D]-NIGHT?
[A] OH, DOWN BE-[G]-SIDE YOUR RED FIRE [E7] LIGHT
[A] OH, AND YOU [D] GIVE IT ALL YOU GOT
FAT BOTTOMED [A] GIRLS
YOU MAKE THE [E7] ROCKIN' WORLD GO [A] ROUND [D]
FAT BOTTOMED [A] GIRLS
YOU MAKE THE [E7] ROCKIN' WORLD GO [A] ROUND

NOW I GOT [A] MORTGAGES ON HOMES
AND I GOT STIFFNESS IN THE BONES
AIN'T NO BEAUTY QUEENS IN THIS LOCAL-[E7]-TY
OH BUT [A/] I STILL GET MY PLEASURE
[A/] STILL [D/] GOT MY GREATEST TREASURE
[D] HEAP BIG [A/] WOMAN YOU GONE AND MADE A
[E7/] BIG MAN OUT OF [A] ME

CHORUS
FAT BOTTOMED [A] GIRLS
YOU MAKE THE [E7] ROCKIN' WORLD GO [A] ROUND [D]
FAT BOTTOMED [A] GIRLS
YOU MAKE THE [E7] ROCKIN' WORLD GO [A] ROUND